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Abstract. High-performance computation is the demand of upgrading technology, processing 
biomedical signals requires the use of numerous signal processing algorithms executing as per 
described end application. Filtering is a simple but essential operation in most signal-
processing algorithms. To maintain signal quality, the ECG signal undergoes various stages of 
filtering as the ECG signals consist of multiple frequency components and noise. 
Implementation of the FIR filter is a challenging task for time-critical applications. Parallel 
FIR filter architectures meet the demand of high computational demand as described for time-
critical applications but parallel FIR filters consume a large area and resources to be realized. 
The presented work gives a performance analysis of a conventional parallel FIR filter with 
proposed parallel FIR filter architecture on a reconfigurable platform. Improvement in resource 
utilization is to be noted as the number of DSP48E1s slices consumed in the proposed work is 
constant with a change in the level of parallelism from 2, 4, 8, and 16 for the FIR filter of order 
16.   The study depicts the architectural impact of the proposed work and from the comparative 
analysis, it is observed that the proposed FIR filter architecture uses fewer resources and 
improves the path delay by 64% while the DSPslices utilization is brought down up to 96%. 
The presented work is carried out on xc7vx690t-2Lffg1930 Virtex 7 series FPGA with low 
power grade and tools such as Xilinx ISE14.7, PlanAhead 14.7 are utilized for the design and 
analysis of the presented work on parallel FIR filter developed for pre-processing of ECG 
signals. 
Keywords. Bio-medical Signal Processing, Denoising ECG signals, FIR Filter Architectures, 
Parallel Filter Architectures, FIR on Reconfigurable Architecture, High-speed FIR Filter, 
FPGA.   
 
Introduction 
Bio-medical signal such as ECG is a crucial undertaking in the field of medicine due to the 
relevance of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals and their signal integrity depicts the health and 
characteristics of the heart. Various conditions of the heart can be understood with the 
morphology of such signals. ECG is the method of cardiovascular diagnosis that clinicians 
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utilize the most frequently. ECG analysis is selected because it is straightforward, accurate, 
non-invasive, and has an excellent temporal resolution. ECG signals, on the other hand, must 
be filtered in order to make them useful for diagnosis because they are contaminated by a 
number of noise sources during signal acquisition using electrodes. The American Heart 
Association (AHA) has specified the adoption of a digital low-pass filter (LPF) as a vital 
component of its recommendations for standardizing electrocardiography [15,16]. 
Electromyographic (EMG) noise, interference from other electronic equipment, medical 
implants, and other sources are all removed by the LPF. FIR filters are preferred in many bio-
medical signal processing applications because of their linear phase response and stable 
characteristics. 
The presented work is developed for pre-processing of ECG signals and removal of high-
frequency noise components using parallel FIR filters. The parallel FIR filters are designed to 
meet high computational demand suitable for time-critical applications, the presented work 
showcases conventional and proposed parallel FIR filter architecture of filter order 16 with 
levels of parallelism varying from 2, 4, 8, and 16. 
The existing work on ECG signal processing is focused on block-level optimizations while the 
presented work focuses on architectural enhancements. Most of the state-of-art FIR filter 
designs are not parallel architecture-based designs and are not suitable for time-critical 
applications. The filter architectures of existing works are at some bottlenecks due to the 
limitation in the way the data is processed within the filter architecture. The proposed parallel 
architecture gives an improved methodology to process the data efficiently while consuming 
low resources and producing multiple samples in less time as compared with conventional 
parallel architecture. The major drawback of parallel architecture is eliminated with the use of 
the proposed parallel FIR filter architecture. 
The FPGA platform is opted to understand the implement-ability of denoising ECG signals 
using parallel FIR filters. The use of DSP slices is captured and other resources utilized are 
depicted in a comparative analysis of the paper. The proposed parallel FIR filter used is 
architecturally enhanced but block-level optimization is not carried out in any form, as the 
improvement due to architectural enhancement may not be captured effectively. The further 
scope of the presented work can be made with block-level optimization at constant 
multiplication, shift unit, and adder tree stages which contributes to the critical path of the 
proposed design. 
 The rest of the paper is organized as, in section II various state-of-art FIR filters developed for 
biomedical ECG signal processing are reviewed and various levels of optimization in existing 
architectures are understood. Section III gives the design of conventional parallel architecture 
and section VI gives the design of the proposed parallel FIR filter architecture. Section V gives 
the results and discussion with details of the experimental setup, simulation results, and 
comparative analysis. The conclusion, statements, and references are at the end of the paper.     
 
Literature Review 
The following are the related work carried out by several researchers in the field of bio-medical 
signal processing and its implementation on related platforms. To validate the implementability 
of a design, FPGAs provide a suitable environment with fast time-to-market scope. Several 
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platforms apart from FPGA are also considered for the study to understand the importance of 
suitable techniques and methods for FIR filter design.  
The bottlenecks of several FIR filter topologies in addition to the critical routes are predicted 
and verified on an FPGA platform in [1] while the emphasis on the use of symmetric filter 
coefficients is given for reduced area-based filter design. A new parallel FIR filter design is 
suggested in [2], and its effects are evaluated for a number of benchmark FIR filters, with the 
performance metric being well anticipated in comparative remarks. With the novel parallel FIR 
filter architecture of [2], a parallel architecture may be designed with lower space needs and 
faster filtering. The parallel FIR filter design of [2] is utilized in the presented work with the 
end users of ECG denoising and for the pre-conditioning of ECG signals under study. It is 
shown in [13] that the new parallel FIR filter design effectively reduces the AWGN noise added 
to the real-time audio data collected. The parallel FIR filter architecture of [2] is validated for 
audio-based applications with filter order 100. With [1,2,13] the importance of architectural 
enhancements is captured for versatile FIR filters and end applications. The raw ECG signal is 
taken from the MIT-BIH database with sample details provided in [17] and the same is used to 
test the functioning of the presented work.  
  The importance of digital signal processing and its effect on VLSI design are discussed [3,14], 
along with a summary of the many existing solutions and potential techniques to implement 
DSP algorithms. Additionally, different DSP algorithms are created and put into use on a VLSI 
platform while taking systematic optimization techniques into consideration for each 
algorithm. The construction of an FIR filter using windowing techniques and the differences 
between IIR and FIR filter approaches are thoroughly analyzed in [11]. 
The emphasis in [4] is on filters created especially for mobile ECG acquisition devices. The 
primary criteria for portable systems are low power consumption and small design. The filter 
is intended to minimize high-frequency noise in the ECG, and the area-power complexity is 
handled using a Vedic Multiplier based on the Urdhva-Tiryagbhyam sutra with optimization 
carried out using a methodical LSBs quantization methodology. Making use of this 16x16 
Vedic Multiplier, which has been adjusted for filters with orders 16, 32, and 64. Using the 
Artix-7 FPGA xc7a200tfbg676-2, the filter architecture is assessed and comparisons are made. 
The ECG signal was introduced with high-frequency synthetic noise and filtered using the 
Vedic FIR filter developed. Low-power designs are known to be provided by a VLSI version 
of the Vedic sutra Urdhva-Tiryagbhyam [5-8], and its architecture is optimized for DSP 
applications by product bit quantization as indicated in [4]. The Carry Save Adder (CSA) 
substitutes the conventional Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) for high speed in the [8] VM 
architecture in several publications [5-8] on related platforms. The FIR filter was also 
developed using the VM-CSA architecture. [5] Compares several parallel prefix adder 
topologies, including the Brent-Kung Adder (BKA), Wallace Tree Multiplier (WTM), and VM, 
for 16th-order FIR filters. In spite of Wallace Tree's superior performance, it is determined that 
VM-based FIR filters use less energy and provide better Energy Delay Products (EDP). The 
ECG signal is processed on an FPGA platform, as in [9-8], and information on a filter with 
different windowing techniques is presented. The literature is taken into consideration for 
investigation because of the flexible FPGA platform and the type of reaction seen. The design 
considerations for a multiplier are explained in [11]. Because of their versatility, array 
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multipliers may be further customized for DSP applications. The datasheet for the FPGA being 
utilized, which gives information on the technology and its characteristics, is supplied in [12]. 
[19] depicts the variant in FIR filter design with improvising in block level optimization using 
Wallace tree multiplier/carry skip adder combination proves to be more efficient as compared 
to another multiplier/adder combinations.  
The work of [20] uses a system generator to resolve the denoising in ECG signal and gives a 
comparative study on various filtering methods with lower filter order and captured area and 
power metric, analysis on the delay metric is not provided. In [21] cascaded FIR filter is 
developed and its functionality is validated for ECG signal processing. [22] gives the FIR filter 
realization with symmetric convolution and the FFA algorithm is explored, due to versatile 
filter order and specifications in the related literature referred for study.     
 Design of Parallel FIR Filter Architecture 
FIR filter described using difference equation is represented in eq.1 and eq.2 gives the 
expanded view of Nth order (N+1 tap) FIR filter [1,2]. These equations provide the 
implementation details required for VLSI/ FPGA platforms.  

𝑦(𝑛) = ∑ 𝑏 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑘)  (1) 

Expanding the above benchmark equation 1 

𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑏 𝑥(𝑛) + 𝑏 𝑥(𝑛 − 1) + 𝑏 𝑥(𝑛 − 2) + ⋯ 𝑏 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑁 − 1)    (2) 

Notations used are: y(n) is output sample, N is filter order, b_k is filter coefficients and x(n) is 
input sample. 
To construct a parallel FIR filter a common approach is to replicate the primary design block 
with the level of parallelism and thereby produce multiple samples as output. In a parallel FIR 
filter, multiple samples are processed and produced simultaneously by the filter design.  
The area requirements are calculated by multiplying the level of parallelism by the cost of 
implementing a single block with some overheads in realization. The complexity of the parallel 
filter realization increases with an increase in the level of parallelism and filter order. Hence 
the resource demand is very high for parallel filters and due to such area constraints the parallel 
architectures for filter design are not often preferred for low and moderate computing devices. 
High computational demand-based applications often make use of parallel architectures while 
effective optimization on the area requirements can be tested.  
Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of the typical parallel processing FIR filter architecture. The 
MIMO unit is basically the block where hardware replication occurs, leading to the numerous 
inputs and outputs that are observed from the block. In order to provide parallel samples into 
and obtain serial samples out of the MIMO unit, serial-to-parallel converter blocks and parallel-
to-serial converter blocks are required respectively. 
In other words, the MIMO unit significantly improves the operating speed by producing 
multiples output while a non-parallel setup produces only one sample at the same time [1]. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram of Conventional Parallel FIR filter architecture 

To estimate the time required to compute the output sample, the critical path of the parallel 
system is to be calculated. The critical path through a conventional parallel architecture can be 
computed using eq.3 [3,1]. 

Tparallel =  𝑇  ≥    TCritical_Path      (3) 

where Tparallel ≠ 𝑇  as multiple outputs are computed in a single clock cycle. 
It is to be noted from the eq.1, as the level of parallelism increases the system becomes faster, 
in other words, more output samples are generated in the same amount of time as the 
parallelism is increased. 
 
Proposed Parallel FIR Filter Architecture and its Design 
The major concern of conventional parallel architecture is the large area requirement; this can 
be resolved by improvising the data flow in parallel filter architecture. From eq.1 and 2, it is to 
be noted that the delayed version of input samples are multiplied with filter coefficients which 
are constant for a given end application. Now focusing on the conventional parallel 
architecture, at a given instant of time for a predefined level of parallelism, the input samples 
being multiplied can be pulled up to a single instance where the constant multiplication can be 
realized. There some arrangement has to be made for using the samples whose multiplication 
with a filter coefficient is occurring in advance. Later the stored partial products can be put in 
line to give the required output sample. Multiple stages of the adder tree can be introduced to 
produce multiple output samples inline with the level of parallelism and the length of the 
storage unit and constant multiplication can be interlinked with the level of parallelism.       
The details mentioned above can be described in a general block diagram as shown in Fig.2 [2, 
13]. The store/shift unit and constant multiplications block are essential components of the 
proposed architecture. The adder tree block pulls up all the partial products stored and 
simultaneously the multiple samples can be realized by implementing the multiple adder tree 
as this is directly related to the level of parallelism.  
 

 
Fig.2 Block diagram of proposed parallel FIR filter architecture 
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To understand the impact of the proposed architecture, let’s evaluate the critical path and obtain 
the necessary equations to set up the proposed architecture. The input sample first goes through 
the constant multiplication stage and later the result of the multiplication is stored in the 
store/shift unit, the adder tree captures the stored values and computes the desired output 
sample and at last, the samples can be fed to parallel to serial converter to put all the output 
samples inline. The critical blocks in the proposed architecture are constant multiplication, 
adder tree unit, and storage unit, and hence these block's performance is to be taken into account 
while computing the critical path.  
Equation 4 provides the critical path for the proposed design involving critical blocks as 
mentioned above, and eq.5 provides the total delay (speed metrics), which is derived similarly 
as estimated in conventional parallel architecture as shown in eq.3. The eq.6 is used to 
determine the length of the shift unit needed for the realization of the proposed parallel FIR 
filter architecture. Detailed analysis and design of the proposed parallel FIR filter are provided 
in [2].   

TCritical_path_proposed = TConstant_mutliplication_unit +Tstore/shift_unit + Tadder_tree_unit     (4) 

Tparallel_proposed =   𝑇  ≥   TCritical_path_proposed    (5) 

L store/shift_unit = N+L-1      (6) 
Where L- level of parallelism, N- filter Order 

 
Results and Discussions 
The presented work is developed for denoising of ECG signals, as the ECG signals undergo 
various noise eliminations and in the proposed work we have designed the FIR filter for pre-
filtering of ECG signals to remove the high-frequency noise component and make the ECG 
signal ready for specific application-oriented processing. The filter design was accomplished 
using the specifications given in the experimental setup of the paper on the Matlab 
filterDesigner tool. Xilinx Virtex 7 series FPGA xc7vx690t-2Lffg1930 has opted for the study 
while the relative choice of FPGA is considered for low power grade which is suitable for 
battery-operated devices and end applications. Xilinx ISE 14.7 is used for synthesis and post-
synthesis to obtain the implementation details of the presented work. Using Xilinx PlanAhead 
14.7 the post-implementation details are captured and tabulated the path delay associated with 
the design and on-chip power consumption.  The ECG dataset of [18] is used from the MIT-
BIH platform as a standard reference to the presented work and the source is freely available 
for research-related activity. 
 
Experimental Setup 
The [17] gives the standard recommendations for filter design to process the ECG signal and 
denoising the signal under study. The construction of the proposed FIR filter is designed to be 
in line with [2].  
Fig.3 gives a setup environment for the presented work, we have used the Matlab tool to capture 
the analog signature of the ECG signal and the filtered version of the ECG signal of sample 
mentioned in [18] is considered and a known amount of noise is introduced. The noisy version 
of input samples is written into a text file and with the help of Xilinx ISE environment and file 
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IO operations, the text file is read and input samples are processed with a designed filter. The 
filtered version of output samples is recorded in the output text file and further, it is read in a 
Matlab environment for calculating SNR and future processing of the signal.  

 
Fig.3 Experimental setup of the presented work: Denoising of ECG signal using parallel FIR 

filter architecture 
The following are the technical details of the FIR filter used in the presented work. 
 
Generating FIR filter coefficients using filterDesigner tool in Matlab: FIR Filter 
coefficients are generated using filterDesigner (fdatool) tool available in Matlab, the 
coefficients generated are in fractions and are scaled to 216. The filter specifications are as 
follows and the setup of filterDesigner is shown in fig.4. 
Filter type   : Low Pass Filter 
Filter order   : 16 
Level of Parallelism  : 2, 4, 8, and 16 
Sampling rate   : 400Hz 
Cutoff frequencies   : 100Hz 
FIR coefficient method : Window – Blackman 
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Fig.4 Setup of FIR filter requirements on filterDesigner tool in Matlab 

 
o Adding Noise: AWGN of value 10 is added with raw ECG signal [17] and read in Matlab, 

rounded version of these integers is written in text file for processing on Xilinx 
environment. 

o Signal to Noise ratio calculation: It is calculated using the built-in function SNR available 
in Matlab. 

o File I/O operations: It is invoked in both Matlab and Xilinx environments, and the stimulus 
block is developed using uses Verilog HDL coding. 

o Input and output Signal Precession: The input samples are set to the precession of 16-bit 
signed representation and output is captured with full-scale 32-bit signed representation.  

o Filter Coefficients: Table 1 depicts the FIR filter coefficients obtained from the Matlab 
filterDesigner/fda tool and the rounded version of the filter coefficients are used for RTL 
coding. It can be noted that the round-off noise is very low and the resultant rounded filter 
coefficients can be effectively utilized for the denoising of ECG signals. 

 
Table.1 FIR filter coefficients scaled and rounded version for RTL coding 
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Filter 
Coefficients 
variables 

Original Value 
obtained from 
FDA tool 

Scaled 
version 
(bi^65536) 

Rounded 
Version of filter 
coefficients 

Round-off 
noise 

b0 0 0 0 0 
b1 -0.00066 -43.5811 -44 6.39E-06 
b2 1.29E-18 8.48E-14 0 1.29E-18 
b3 0.010952 717.7496 718 -3.8E-06 

b4 -6.6E-18 -4.3E-13 0 -6.6E-18 

b5 -0.05884 -3856.4 -3856 -6.1E-06 
b6 1.51E-17 9.88E-13 0 1.51E-17 
b7 0.298639 19571.59 19572 -6.2E-06 
b8 0.499836 32757.28 32757 4.33E-06 
b9 0.298639 19571.59 19572 -6.2E-06 

b10 1.51E-17 9.88E-13 0 1.51E-17 

b11 -0.05884 -3856.4 -3856 -6.1E-06 
b12 -6.6E-18 -4.3E-13 0 -6.6E-18 
b13 0.010952 717.7496 718 -3.8E-06 

b14 1.29E-18 8.48E-14 0 1.29E-18 
b15 -0.00066 -43.5811 -44 6.39E-06 

b16 0 0 0 0 

  
Simulation Results 
The design of FIR filter with above specifications is carried out in Matlab 2018, the magnitude 
vs. frequency response is obtained for the same and shown in fig.5. The signal bandwidth at 
the pre-processing stage is kept larger due to the later use of filtered signal for application 
dedicated feature extraction. 

 
Fig.5 Magnitude response of FIR filter for denoising of ECG signals 

The functional verification of the presented work is carried out on Xilinx ISE 14.7, with the 
help of file IO operations, the reading of ECG signals is carried out from text file and the 
filtered version of ECG signal is written into text file for further analysis. The filtered version 
of the ECG signal is scaled to 65536 at the time coefficient scaling as depicted in table 1, proper 
care has to be taken while scaling down. Due to the limitation of the Xilinx ISE 14.7 simulation 
environment, the input and output signals cannot be visualized in analog form.  
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Fig.4 Simulation results of ECG signal processed in Xilinx ISE 14.7 environment 

Figure.4 gives a simulation of the ECG signal under study in numerical form, the same set of 
results are obtained from the rest of the conventional and proposed parallel FIR filter 
architectures and hence only a single sample copy of the data is displayed.      
 
Comparative Analysis 
Table 1 gives the comparative analysis of conventional parallel FIR filter architecture with 
proposed parallel FIR filter architecture with levels of parallelism varying from 2, 4, 8, and 16. 
Table 1 depicts the device utilization of Xilinx Virtex 7 series FPGA xc7vx690t-2Lffg1930 
which is a low-power grade FPGA, parameters such as a number of slices, LUT and DSP 48 
slice gives the utilization of FPGA for area metric while the minimum period and path delay 
gives the timing details. The column with initials as Block size gives the level of parallelism 
for parallel architectures and the column with initials as a number of output samples generated 
gives the details on output samples generated. 
It is important to note the path delay and minimum period with block size and no. of output 
samples generated, it is observed that the minimum period and path delay are almost constant 
for changes in the block size of conventional parallel architecture, this is due to the multiple 
outputs computed within the stipulated timing metric, the values being almost constant does 
not mean the degradation of parallel architecture, but the data is to be observed on how many 
samples are produced and hence the implication of parallel architecture being set to increase in 
speed of operation by increasing the number of samples produced by the system. Similarly, in 
the proposed parallel architecture also we can observe the parameters like path delay and 
minimum period being constant while the increase in a number of output samples with an 
increase in block size. 
Table.2 Post synthesis implementation details of various parallel FIR filter architectures 

on xc7vx690t-2Lffg1930 Xilinx Virtex 7 series FPGA 
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Parallel 
Architectures 

Block 
size 

Slice LUT DSP
48 
E1s 

Minimum 
Period (ns) 

Maximum 
Frequency 
(M Hz) 

Path 
Delay (ns) 

Logic 
delay 
(ns) 

Route 
Delay 
(ns) 

No. of 
Outputs 

Generated 

Conventional 

1 4 16 9 12.392 80.7 12.392 12.392 0 1 
2 71 64 18 0.926 1079.7 12.813 12.474 0.339 2 

4 99 64 38 0.964 1036.9 12.813 12.474 0.339 4 
8 108 60 80 0.975 1025.1 12.813 12.474 0.339 8 

16 205 335 158 0.975 1025.1 13.540 12.733 0.807 16 

Proposed 

1 104 371 5 1.069 935.4 4.602 2.302 2.300 1 
2 234 555 5 1.069 935.4 4.609 2.302 2.307 2 
4 411 1,038 5 1.069 935.4 4.609 2.302 2.307 4 

8 797 2,141 5 1.069 935.4 5.354 2.832 2.522 8 
16 1665 3756 5 1.069 935.4 5.354 2.832 2.522 16 

 
From the table 1, it is to be noted that the path delay of proposed work is improved by on an 
average of 64% and minimum period is slightly increased by 9%. Whereas the parallel 
architectures of block size one can be treated as conventional direct form architecture (as direct 
form architecture is considered in the realization of conventional parallel filter), and now 
looking at the performance of conventional parallel architecture with block size 1 and the rest 
of the variants, the parallel architectures are 10 times faster with multiple samples being 
produced in the same instant.  
To validate the path delay of table 1 and to measure the path delay after post-synthesis table 2 
is prepared. The post-synthesis implementation details are obtained after the device 
implementation is captured by the Xilinx implementation stage and with the help of planAhead 
14.5 the device implantation can be visualized. The report on the timing is captured with path 
delay with details on the distribution of path delay in terms of logic and route delay and the on-
chip power is also captured for the parallel FIR filter architectures presented in this paper.  
It is observed that the parallel FIR filters used here have consumed the same amount of power 
while the implementation details have changed in terms of block size and filter architectures. 
It is interesting to note that the path delay after the post-synthesis has slightly reduced for the 
proposed parallel FIR filter and slightly increased for the conventional parallel architecture.  
Table.3 Path delay and power estimation from device implementation details captured 

on Xilinx PlanAhead 14.7 
Parallel 

Architectures 
Block 
size 

Path 
Delay 
(ns) 

Logic 
delay 
(ns) 

Route 
Delay 
(ns) 

Total On-
Chip Power 

(mW) 

Conventional 

1 11.447 11.397 0.050 286.90 
2 17.344 14.533 2.811 286.90 

4 17.510 14.538 2.972 286.90 
8 18.805 14.492 4.313 286.90 

16 20.553 14.844 5.709 286.90 

Proposed 

1 3.946 2.080 1.866 286.90 
2 4.146 1.984 2.162 286.90 

4 4.513 2.031 2.482 286.90 
8 4.731 2.092 2.639 286.90 

16 5.296 2.099 3.197 286.90 
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The comparative analysis has provided detailed insights on the realization of conventional 
parallel and proposed parallel FIR filter architectures, It is observed that the proposed parallel 
FIR filter architecture for denoising of ECG signals has utilized least resources and had shown 
improvement in path delay up to 64% with a reduction in DSP slice utilization from 44% to 
96% with the change in block size. 
Conclusion 
Signal processing is a complex task involving various algorithms for dedicated feature 
extractions, in bio-medical signal processing the morphology of the signal plays a vital role. 
FIR filters are suitable for applications involving the preservation of the phase and shape of the 
signals. Conventional FIR filters may not be suitable for time-critical applications. Parallel FIR 
filters meet the high computational demand but require a large area for realization. The 
presented work uses a novel parallel FIR filter which is architecturally enhanced to meet the 
high computation demand and can be realized with very less hardware. The presented work is 
developed for denoising of ECG signals by preprocessing the ECG signal free from high-
frequency noise. The comparative study gives the resource requirements and the performance 
analysis of conventional parallel and proposed parallel FIR filter architecture for various filter 
orders from 2, 4, 8, and 16. From the study presented, it is observed that the proposed work 
uses constant DSP-Slices irrespective of change in the level of parallelism which is a major 
advantage of the proposed architecture, while block-level enhancements can be further 
explored.  
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